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Across

8. to keep apart or divide, as by an 

intervening barrier or space:

10. good fortune; pleasure; 

contentment; joy.

12. to throw, cast, or hurl with force or 

violence

13. from one side to the other

17. to free from confinement, bondage, 

obligation, pain, etc.; let go

19. - a sufficient quantity to fill a 

basket; the amount contained in a basket.

21. an act or instance of determining 

mentally upon some action or result

22. to bring about or succeed in 

accomplishing, sometimes despite 

difficulty or hardship

24. position in life as determined by 

wealth

25. to move or place (anything) so as to 

get it into or out of a specific location or 

position:

Down

1. to regard with wonder, pleasure, or 

approval

2. any disorder of the extremities or 

back, characterized by pain and stiffness.

3. any light, low-cut shoe into which 

the foot may be easily slipped, for casual 

wear in the home, for dancing, etc

4. the state of being contented; 

satisfaction; ease of mind

5. to free or release from 

entanglement; disengage

6. to make tangled; ensnarl; intertwine

7. full of, characterized by, or showing 

malice; intentionally harmful; spiteful

9. to impart knowledge of; make known

11. the latter part of the day and early 

part of the night.

14. to bring about or succeed in 

accomplishing, sometimes despite 

difficulty or hardship

15. full of, characterized by, or showing 

presumption or readiness to presume in 

conduct or thought, as by saying or doing 

something without right or permission.

16. to make or emit a sharp sound like 

that of the letter s prolonged, as a snake 

does, or as steam does when forced under 

pressure through a small opening

18. rank or status, especially with 

respect to social, economic, or personal 

position, reputation, etc

20. occurring, coming, or being after the 

usual or proper time

23. bright, metallic, or lustrous like 

gold; of the color of gold; yellow:


